Present continuous passive

Exercise 3. Use the words to make sentences in the present continuous passive.

make | at the moment | your coffee

by cars | nowadays | big cities | block

grow | in the garden | flowers | now

right now | in prison | keep | the man

much pollute | by smoke | air | at this time of the year

cut down | just now | on this planet | millions of trees

use | for this shot | a different camera

in the cinema | today | show | two films

the economy | by consumer spending | this year | drive

do | about it | these days | nothing
Answer key

Exercise 3

Your coffee is being made at the moment.

Big cities are being blocked by cars nowadays.

Flowers are being grown in the garden now.

The man is being kept in prison right now.

Air is being much polluted by smoke at this time of the year.

 Millions of trees are being cut down on this planet just now.

A different camera is being used for this shot.

Two films are being shown in the cinema today.

The economy is being driven by consumer spending this year.

Nothing is being done about it these days.